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Abstract
Chaotic dynamics occur in deterministic systems which display extreme sensitivity on initial condi-
tions. These systems often have attractors which are geometric figures exhibiting affine self-similarity
that have non-integer dimension, otherwise known as fractals. We investigated the link between chaos
and the eventual fate of a ball on a frictionless elliptical billiards table with one pocket. The result is a
fractal generated by these dynamics.
1 Introduction
A dynamical system models the behavior of a set over time. Some well-known dynamical systems include
the weather, the stock market, and ecosystems. In this paper we consider discrete dynamical systems, in
which the behavior of a point ρ is determined by an iterated function, F , with ρ as the initial input, called
the seed value. We call the sequence
{
ρ, F (ρ) , F 2 (ρ) , F 3 (ρ) , . . .
}
the orbit of ρ under F . The attractor
of a discrete dynamical system, if it exists, is a set of points to which the orbit of all seeds in the system
eventually converge if given enough time. If this set has a fractal structure, we call it a strange attractor.
A fractal is a geometric figure with non-integer dimension which exhibits affine self-similarity. Many strange
attractors are Cantor sets. A Cantor set is a closed subset Λ∗ of a set Λ, when an infinite sequence of open
subsets of Λ, {Ai}
∞
i=0, is removed from Λ in an iterative manner, that is, Λ
∗ = Λ−
⋃
∞
i=0 Ai. The Cantor set
will be important in our examination of the dynamics in an elliptical billiard table with a single hole.
Let E be an ellipse in the plane centered at the origin enclosing an infinitesimal ball which traverses
the frictionless surface without loss of energy. The ball moves with a linear trajectory and reflects off the
boundary of E such that the angle of incidence to the tangent at the point of collision is equal to the angle
of reflection from the tangent line. Let c− be the left focus and c+ be the right focus of E. The dynamics
of the ellipse can be completely classified in 3 cases:
(i) If the initial trajectory of the point passes through c− or c+, all of the following trajectories will pass
through a focus.
(ii) When the initial trajectory of the point crosses the x-axis in the interval (c−, c+), the consecutive
trajectories are tangential to a confocal hyperbola.
(iii) If the initial trajectory of the point does not cross the x-axis in the interval[c−, c+], all successive
trajectories will remain outside the foci. Then, each of these trajectories are tangential to a smaller
confocal ellipse. [1]
We will investigate the ergodic dynamics of a ball on an elliptical table that has one concentric circular
pocket, of radius less than the minor axis, centered at the origin. We say that the ball has escaped from
the system if its trajectory ever intersects the pocket. If the initial trajectory intersects a focus, then the
ball will always escape. In the case that the initial trajectory is between c− and c+, there may exist orbits
such that the ball will never reach the center. For these cases, the ball escaping is dependent on the size
of the radius of the pocket. If the initial trajectory is outside the foci, the length of the minor axis of the
confocal ellipse and the radius of the pocket determine whether or not the ball escapes. If the minor axis of
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the confocal ellipse is greater than the radius of the hole, then the orbit is trivial, since we can predict when
the ball will fall into the hole (that is, never).
2 Chaos and the Elliptical Billiard Table
Systems with chaotic dynamics usually generate fractals. Although the dynamics of an ellipse are known to
be regular on the whole, two of the cases above exhibit some chaos on a subregion of the entire ellipse. We
will consider the dynamics in case (i) trivial. Chernov and Galperin [1] showed that cases two and three
exhibit transitive behavior. A function F is transitive if for any two points ρ, σ ∈ domain(F ) and for
ǫ > 0, there exists a third point π ∈ domain(F ) within ǫ of ρ such that the orbit of π under F comes within
ǫ of σ. We will prove that the periodic points are dense in the third case. The proof is sketched out below,
but first we need a few lemmas.
Lemma 1. A regular n-gon inscribed in a circle describes a cycle of period n in a game of circular billiards.
Proof. Inscribe a regular n-gon inside of a circle. Assuming Euclidean geometry, choose one arbitrary vertex
ji of the polygon. Clearly, the angles which ji−1ji and jiji+1 make with the line tangent to the circle at
ji are congruent, since the n-gon is regular. Choose any one of the n vertices ji and shoot the ball at the
adjacent vertex ji+1. The ball will make a circuit around the table, hitting each successive jk. After n − 1
bounces, the ball returns to ji, completing the n-cycle.
Lemma 2. Linear scaling of an ellipse preserves congruence of incidence and reflection angles.
Proof. Let M be a line tangent to an ellipse at point ρ, and let N0, N1 be chords of the ellipse which
intersects the ellipse at ρ, such that N0 6= N1 and α0 ∼= α1, where αi is the angle which Ni makes with M .
Now scale the ellipse E : x
2
A2
+ y
2
B2
= 1⇒ E∗ : x
2
(λA)2
+ y
2
B2
= 1, λ > 0. Investigate the relationship between
αi and α
∗
i . Using similar triangles, we see that although αi may not equal α
∗
i , α
∗
0
∼= α∗1. So, if a ball shot
along N0 towards ρ bounces off ρ and proceeds along N1, then a ball shot along N
∗
0 towards ρ
∗ will bounce
off ρ∗ and proceed along N∗1 .
Theorem 3. The periodic points of an elliptical billiard table are dense on the boundary.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let E : x
2
A2
+ y
2
1 = 1, A > 1 be an elliptical billiard table. Choose
ǫ > 0, and define d (x, y) as the arclength between two points on an ellipse. Choose p0, p1 ∈ E such that
d (p0, p1) < ǫ and m ∠p0 (0, 0) p1 is a maximum. Define T : (Ax, y) → (x, y) as the linear transformation
which takes E → E∗, where E∗ is the unit circle. Clearly, d (T (p0) , T (p1)) ≤ d (p0, p1) < ǫ. Pick
n ∈ N such that 360
n
< m ∠T (p0) (0, 0)T (p1). Assuming Euclidean geometry, inscribe a regular n-gon
inside the circle, such that T (p0) is one vertex. Clearly, there is a vertex T (p∗) between T (p0) and T (p1)
such that d (p0, p∗) < d (p0, p1). Note: T (p1) need not be a vertex. But then, by applying our lemmas,
d (T (p0) , T (p∗)) < d (T (p0) , T (p1))⇒ d (p0, p∗) < d (p0, p1) < ǫ.
Both the transitivity showed by Chernov and Galperin [1] and this result are strong indications that a
visual plot of elliptical dynamics would exhibit some fractal properties. In order to verify this, we need to
develop the necessary mathematics and computer algorithms.
3 Dynamics on the Elliptic Billiard Table
The boundary of our table is given by
E :
x2
A2
+
y2
B2
= 1.
Without loss of generality, assume B = 1 and A > 1. Let ρ be a starting point on the boundary of the
region for a trajectory of our ball, with θ as the angle that the trajectory of ρ makes with the x-axis. By
symmetry, we can limit our investigation to the dynamics of the first quadrant.
Ω =
{
(x, y) | 0 ≤ x ≤ A, 0 ≤ y ≤
√
1−
x2
A2
}
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Let ρ = (x0, y0) = (A cos t, sin t) , 0 ≤ t ≤
pi
2 be an arbitrary point on the ellipse, and let N be the line
tangent to the ellipse at ρ. For ρ in this range, the slope of line N is − tan |Θ|. Let M be an arbitrary line
through ρ which makes an angle α with N as below, with 0 < α < π. We will encode each traversal of the
ellipse by the ball as an arbitrary ordered pair ( Starting Point , Angle of Trajectory with X −Axis ).
Figure 1: Initial Trajectory of ρ
The slope of line M is tan θ, where θ = π − α − |Θ|. Release a ball from ρ into Ω along M . Since M is
not tangent to N , the ball intersects the boundary of Ω at exactly one point other than ρ = (ρx, ρy), which
we will call σ = (σx, σy), and bounces off at reflection angle ψ. Let B : (ρ, θ)→ (σ, ψ). We will call this the
Bounce function (see Fig. 2). In our reduced system, a point will Bounce off each axis and the ellipse in
the first quadrant, but we will only consider a reflection off the ellipse as a complete traversal of the table.
Figure 2: Effect of the Bounce function
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Given (ρ, θ), we use the following algorithm to calculate ψ:
1. Calculate σ. If done by a computer, a simple case structure will suffice.
2.
ψ =
{
−θ if σx or σy = 0,
−θ − 2 |Θ| where Θ = arctan
(
−σx
A2σy
)
.
Now add a hole to the table, centered at the origin with radius 0 < r < 1. We say (ρ, θ) escapes if√√√√((ρx tan2 θ − ρy tan θ)
1 + tan2 θ
)2
+
(
ρy tan
2 θ − (ρy + ρx) tan θ + ρy
1 + tan2 θ
)2
< r,
that is, the trajectory of ρ passes within r of the origin.
4 Code
By rotational symmetry of the seeds, we can calculate the escape-number for 0 ≤ t ≤ pi2 , but plot the
escape-number for 0 ≤ t ≤ π since, dynamically, ( (A cos t, sin t) , α ) ∼ ( (A cos (π − t), sin (π − t)) , π − α ).
Basic Algorithm for Plotting Ergodic Dynamics in an Ellipse
Input: A, r, N
Initialize: t = 0, step
while t < pi2 do
α = 0
while α < π do
count = 0
while count < N do
Run (ρ, θ) through the Bounce function
if (σ, ψ) falls into the hole
break
else if σ is on the ellipse
add 1 to count
(ρ, θ) = (σ, ψ)
end while
color (t, α) and (π − t, pi− α) according to count
plot (t, α) and (π − t, pi− α)
α = α+ ǫ
end while
t = t+ ǫ
end while
Table 1: Overview of the plotting algorithm.
The actual program was written in Python and ran on a Pentium 4 processor. Contact A. Peterson for
a copy of the program.
5 Cantor-Like Attractor and Pictures
The attractor for all ( (A cos t, sin t) , α) whose orbits are nontrivial (i.e. they do not escape into the pocket,
and they are not the trivial variety of (iii)) appears to be a Cantor Set. Let
Tn = {( (A cos t, sin t) , α) : B
n( (A cos t, sin t) , α) escapes }
4
Note that B(Tn) = Tn−1. After many iterations, the attractor resembles disjoint segments of concentric
ellipses. Between two of these ellipses there appears to be still more concentric ellipses (See F igures 3 − 6).
Figure 3: Escape-Time Plot for A = 2.0
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Figure 4: The case where A = 2
Figure 5: A closer look
Figure 6: Closer still
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6 Conclusion
We have shown the dynamics in specific regions of an elliptical billiard table with a concentric circular pocket
are chaotic. We hypothesized that the plot of the ergodic dynamics of an infinitesimal ball would have fractal
properties, similar to a Cantor Set. Developing the necessary mathematics allowed us to understand these
dynamics and design a computer algorithm to analyze the problem. The computer-generated images do
indeed confirm our hypothesis, but there are questions which remain unanswered about these fractals. What
is their dimension? What happens when the pockets change location and/or increase in number? These are
just a few promising questions for further investigation.
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